A sufficient optimality theorem is proved for a certain minmax programming Ž . problem under the assumptions of proper b, -invexity conditions on the functions involved in the objective and in the constraints. Next a dual is presented for such a problem and duality theorems relating the primal and the dual are proved.
INTRODUCTION
Fractional programming involving the optimization of single ratio duality Ž w x. has been studied extensively e.g., see 3, 23 . During the last 10 years or so some results have been obtained for vector valued fractional programw x ming 4, 11᎐13, 15 , and minmax fractional programming involving several w x Ž ratios in the objective function 5᎐7, 14, 16, 17, 19 , 25 such a problem is w x. named generalized fractional programming problem 17 . Various approaches are developed by different researchers for arriving at a variety of dual problems for such problems. These duals, however, are related to w x each other in one or the other sense. Bector 1, 2 introduced the concept of strong pseudo-convex function and used it to establish the nature of quotients, products, rational powers, and compositions of convex-like funcw x w x tions 1, 2 . Bector and Singh in 9 later renamed strong pseudo-convex functions as B-vex functions by and discussed various properties of such w x functions. Further properties of such functions are discussed in 22 . w x Hanson 18 introduced the concept of invex functions and showed that an Ž .
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appropriately defined optimization problem containing invex functions w x satisfy Karush᎐Kuhn᎐Tucker optimality conditions 21 . w x Recently, Bector et al. 8, 10 unified the concept of B-vex functions and invex functions, naming such functions as B-invex functions. Indepenw x dently, Jeyakumar and Mond 20 introduced the idea of V-invex functions w x w which are similar to B-invex functions 8, 10 . Both B-invex functions 8, x w x 10 and V-invex 20 functions unify the duality of vector valued fractional w x w x programs 11᎐13, 15 . Since B-invex functions 8, 10 and V-invex functions w x w x w x 20 unify the concepts of B-vex 9 and invex functions 18 ; therefore, in Ž . the present paper we name them as properly B, -invex functions. A Ž . useful consequence of proper B, -invexity is that duality for pseudolinear multiobjective problems and certain nonlinear multiobjective fractional programming problems does not require a separate treatment and all results on optimality conditions and duality can be derived by using the Ž . general concept of proper B, -invexity. The purpose of this paper is to Ž . use the notion of proper B, -invexity to establish a sufficient optimality theorem and duality results for a class of minmax programming problems, and thereby show that the duality results for a certain class of generalized fractional programming can be derived as a special case.
PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN PROBLEM
In this section we provide some definitions, the main problem considered in the paper, and some results that we shall use in the sequel. The w x following definitions are due to Hanson 6 . 
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Ž .
U Ž . THEOREM 3.1 Necessary optimality conditions . Let x be P -optimal. w x Ž . Let an appropriate constraint qualification 21 for P . Then there exists
Ž . In 3.9 taking summation over i, we obtain
Ž . Ž . 3.8 and 3.10 yield
U Now multiplying both sides of 2.2 by P 0 we obtain 
and all feasible points x, q of E . Thus
x , q is E -optimal. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, x is P -optimal with q as Ž . the optimal value of P -objective. 
U p qualification 21 holds, be E -optimal. Then there exist g R and
U . jecti¨e¨alue is equal to the E -objecti¨e¨alue, and
Proof. Since x , q is E -optimal, therefore, there exist g R and
Ž . at least one of h for which the corresponding y ) 0, be properly strictly
U As in Theorem 3.2, 4.10 yields q y¨Ý b x , u ) 0. Since
, we obtain q )¨, which contradicts 4.8 . There-
Ž . We now introduce another dual program D-1 which yields, as a special w x case, Wolfe's dual 24 for a single objective optimization problem:
We now obtain D-1 from D . In D , summing the constraint 4.2 Ž . over i and using 4.3 ,
Ž . Ž . The objective function 4.11 and the constraint 4.12 yield
Ž . which is the same as D-1 . ii either at least one of the functions and y be strictly i i -invex, then for every x, u g R n we have Ž .
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